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Vestas secures strategic know-how and supplies of advanced and high
quality castings via purchase of Windcast Group AS

Vestas Wind Systems A/S ("Vestas") and the shareholders of the Norwegian company
Windcast Group AS ("Windcast") have today signed a Letter of Intent regarding transfer of
the shares in Windcast to Vestas.

Windcast is the world's leading supplier of advanced and high quality castings to the wind
turbine industry. Windcast is the parent company in a group consisting of four foundries;
Kristiansands Jernstøperi AS (63 per cent ownership) in Norway, Eisengiesserei Magdeburg
GmbH in Germany, and Guldsmedshytte Bruks AB and Lidköpings Gjuteri AB in Sweden.

In 2001, Windcast reached a turnover of mNOK 430 (mEUR 59.1), an equity excluding
minority interest of mNOK 41.9 (mEUR 5.8) and employed 494 people. Vestas is Windcast's
largest single customer. The turnover related to Vestas in 2001 accounted for approximately
31 per cent of Windcast's total turnover.

The largest company in Windcast, Kristiansands Jernstøperi AS, and Vestas have for more
than ten years had a close co-operation concerning development and manufacture of
castings for key components as hubs and machine foundation for Vestas' wind turbines.

”Vestas’ new generation of MW-turbines and the continued development towards larger and
more efficient turbines increase the importance of an optimal design with reduced weight.
Therefore, the demands for mastering the advanced casting technology, which is required for
manufacturing very large components of high quality, are continuously increasing” says
Svend Sigaard, Managing Director of Vestas Wind Systems A/S and continues ”Windcast
has this unique capability and has furthermore demonstrated ability to transfer technology
and know-how to other foundries, which is strategically important for future security of
supplies via the development of new quality suppliers on the world market”.

Subject to a satisfactory due diligence etc., Vestas will take over the shares in Windcast on
15 December 2002 at a price of mNOK 130 (mEUR 17.9). The take over of the shares is
expected to have only a marginal influence on Vestas' turnover and result for 2002 and 2003.

Windcast will be operated as an individual company in its current form and the present
management will continue their engagement in the company.

For further information, please contact the Board of Management, Vestas Wind Systems A/S,
phone +45 9675 2575.

Best regards,
Vestas Wind Systems A/S

Svend Sigaard
Managing Director


